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Abstract--Existence and uniqueness as well as finite element error bounds are obtained for the solution 
of  the stationary Navier-Stokes equations at low Reynolds number, where the boundary conditions on 
a part of  the boundary are natural boundary conditions of the variational form used in the finite element 
approximation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the solution of the stationary Navier-Stokes equations which govern the flow of an 
incompressible viscous fluid in a bounded domain f~ c R s (N = 2, 3) with boundary F. They are 
-vAu  + u'Vu + Vp = f in f~ (1) 
and 
div u = 0 in f~. (2) 
where u is the fluid velocity, p is the pressure, f are the body forces and v is the viscosity. In addition 
boundary conditions are imposed on u. 
The boundary conditions usually considered in the mathematical literature are 
u = g on  F ,  (3) 
or more commonly 
u = 0 on  F.  (4) 
In internal flow problems one usually has outflow boundary conditions which often can be 
expressed as natural boundary conditions associated with the variational formulation of equations 
(1) and (2) used in the finite element approximation. In this paper we shall specifically consider 
the boundary conditions 
u = g on  F ] ,  (5) 
and either 
I ~__~ -~xj+c3xjOUJ'~--p]nj=O, i=1  . . . .  ,N, (6) 
or  
V-~n pni = O, i = l . . . . .  N (7) 
on/ '2,  where F~ U/'2 = F. The part of the boundary F~ includes the inlet region where the velocity 
is assumed to be some prescribed value as well as the solid part of the boundary where the no-slip 
condition u = 0 is prescribed. The part of the boundary F2 is the outlet region. 
Existence and uniqueness of the solution of equations (1) and (2) has been proved for small 
Reynolds' number R = 1/v and the boundary conditions (3) or (4) in Refs [1-3]. Each proof uses 
in an essential way the fact that u is prescribed on the entire boundary. An analysis of a finite 
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element approximation of equations (1) and (2) with the boundary condition (4) is given in Ref. 
[4]. Let 
Hl (~) )  = (V IV e L=(D), ct"v e Lz(D), let ~< 1) 
by the usual Sobolev space provided with the norm 
(z II v II ,,n - -  II ,9"v I ~(o~ 
\1~1 ~< 1 
Let (Hl(f~)) N be the space of vector functions v with components v~ in Hi(D). We consider the 
following norm on (H~(f~))u: 
2 ~1/2 
II, r l , o :  _ JI v, II,oj 
1=1 / 
Likewise let (L2(D)) N be the space of vector functions v with components, v~ in L2(D). Since p is 
determined only up to an arbitrary constant by equations (1) and (2), we consider also the quotient 
space L2(D)/R provided with the quotient norm 
It v II L2(a)/R = inf[I v + c II t2(a>. 
The analysis given in Ref. [4] depends heavily on the a priori bound 
II u II ,,a ~< Ilfll ~("), (8) 
where u is the solution to equations (1) and (2). The bound (8) depends on the fact that u - 0 on 
all of F and cannot be proved if boundary conditions (6) or (7) are prescribed on any part of the 
boundary. In the case of condition (3) a similar a priori bound can be proved which would in 
addition, include a dependence on g. Let 
and 
H i  = {v e(H'(f~))Nlv = g on F,}. 
Hlo = {v ~(H' (n ) )U lv  = 0 on F ,} .  
The variational formulation for which conditions (6) are the natural boundary conditions is: find 
u e H~e, p e Lz(D)/R, such that 
va,(u,v)+b(u,u,v)- [ p divv= fnf.v, all ve i l  ~ eo, (9) 
.3fl 
and 
where 
and 
fn div uq = 0, all q e L2(D)/R, (10) 
a,(u,v)=v fn ~ ~-,  I/Oui ~uf~t?vi~ 
,= ,  
j :  ~ ~xj 
The variational formulation for which conditions (7) are the natural boundary conditions is: find 
u e H~, p e L:(D)/R, such that 
v) + b(u ,u ,v ) -  f p divv = f f -v ,  all veH~0, (l l) va2(u, 
dn J 
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along with condition (10), where 
a2(u,v)=v f ~ 
To approximate the solution (u,p) to equations (9) and (10) or (11) and (10) by the finite element 
method, one chooses finite dimensional spaces vhc  H l, V0 h c He0, and Phc L2(f])/R and solves 
the problem: find u h ~ V h, ph ~ ph, such that 
Val(Uh,Vh) +b(uh, uh, Vh)_ fnph div vh = fnf . vh, all v ~ Vh , (12) 
and 
odivuhqh= 0, all qh~ph, (13) 
or find u h ~ -V h, ph ~ ph, such that 
va2(uh, vh) + b(uh,uh, vh)_ fnph div vh= fnf .vh, all v s V~, (14) 
along with equation (13). 
The purpose of this paper is to prove the existence and uniqueness of the solutions of equations 
(9) and (10), ( l l )  and (10), (12) and (13), and (14) and (13) for small f and g as well as to obtain 
error bounds for the approximation of the solutions to equations (9) and (10), and (11) and (10) 
by the solutions to equations (12) and (13), and (14) and (13). To do this we assume that the body 
forces f and the prescribed velocities g are given by )`f0 and ).go, respectively. Starting with 2 = 0, 
we consider continuation in 2. If unique solutions exist and optimal error estimates are obtained 
for )` = )`i, we show that there exists a A)`i > 0 which is independent of the mesh parameter h such 
that existence and uniqueness and optimal error estimates are obtained for/~i+ 1 = )`i + A)`i .  At )` = 0 
one has the unique zero solution. Thus our results apply until a limit or bifurcation point is 
encountered. The technique of analysis is similar to that used previously by the author for nonlinear 
shell analysis in Ref. [5] and quasilinear elliptic equations in Ref. [6]. 
2. ANALYSIS 
We assume that the body forces f and the prescribed velocities g are given by )`f0 and )`go, 
respectively, where )` is a nonnegative parameter. Let 
X;, = H 1e~ × L2(f~)/R 
and 
Xo = Hlo x L2(f~)/R. 
where we use the subscript )` to denote the dependence of X on the prescribed velocities )` go. Let 
~b = (u,p) and define 
2 2 ~1/2 
Jl 4' II x = (II u II ,.~ + liP II L2¢O~1R, • 
We can write equations (9) and (10) or (11) and (10) as 
B(~b,)`)(@) = 0, all ~k = (v,q) ~ X0. (15) 
Then 
~w au 
where 0 = (w, r)~Xo, ~ = (r ,q)~ X0, is the Frechet derivative of equations (9) and (10) for i = 1 
and of equations (11) and (10) for i = 2. 
We assume that the finite element spaces V h and W have the following standard approximation 
properties. There is some m/> 2 such that ifv ~ (HS(t2)) ~¢, 2 ~< s ~< m, then there is some v h ~ V h such 
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that 
II v - v ~ II t,o ~< Ch'-ll l  v II ,,n (17) 
and there is some n ~> 1 such that if q e n / ( [ ' ] ) ,  1 ~< t ~< n, then there is some qh e ph such that 
[I q - qh II L2~)/R ~< C'h' II q II ,,,, (18) 
where C and C'  are independent of h. 
It can be shown, see Refs [4] or [7], for example, that 
sup T(0, 0; 0, ~k)/> s0 II 0 II x II¢ II x, all 0 ~ X0. (19) 
~eXo 
To obtain optimal error bounds it is necessary that the same inequality hold for X~ = V0 h × ph. Pairs 
of subspaces for which 
sup T(0, 0; 0 h, ~,h) >~ s0 II 0 h II x II ~k h II x, all 0 h e X0 h (20) 
~#heP~ 
are given in Refs [7-11]. The inequality (20) has several equivalent formulations, the most 
commonly used is 
~n div ~q~ sup /> s0 II qh II ~2tn)/s, all qh ~ ph. (21) 
~,~v', II v" U ~.. 
Theorem 
Let the finite elements spaces Vh~ H~a and ph~ L2(f~)/R satisfy conditions (17) and (18), 
respectively. Suppose that ~b~ = (u~,p~) and q~h = (uh,p/h) are solutions to equations (9) and (10), and 
(12) and (13), respectively, or to equations (11) and (10), and (14) and (13), respectively for body 
forces f = 2if0 and prescribed velocities g = 2~go such that 
sup T(~b,, 2,; 0, ~,)/> s i I[ 0 I[ X II @ II x, all 0 E Xo, (22) 
¢,~x0 
and 
~h II 2 ~1/2 1 (II u , -  u~ II 2 + lip, -e , .  L2~O)/R, ~< Ch'-  , (23) 
where C is independent of h. Then there exist 2~+~ = 2~+A2i, r~ and S~+l such that there exist 
= = (u~+ I,Pi+l) to equations (9) and (10), and (12) and (13), solutions ~i+1 (lli+l,Pi+l) and q~/h+ j , h 
respectively, or to equations (11) and (10), and (14) and (13), respectively for f=2~+~f0 and 
g ~-- ~'iq- 1 go w i th  
II ~ , -  4,,+, IIx ~< r,. II ~ - 4~h+~ IIx ~ r~. (24) 
and 
sup T (q~, + ,, 2i + 1; 0, ~k)/> si + l ]10 1[ x II ~b II x, all 0 e X 0. (25) 
¢~EX0 
In addition, 
(II Ue+l - u~+~ I[ ~,, -I- IIP~+ ~ -P~h+ l II L2CO)/R) 1/2 ~< C'h' - t ,  (26) 
where C' is independent of h. 
Proof. The proof of existence and uniqueness consists of verifying the hypotheses of Kan- 
torovich's theorem [5, Chap. 18] for the solution of equations in Banach spaces by Newton's 
method. To prove existence and uniqueness of  the solution of F(x )= 0, where F is a nonlinear 
map between Banach spaces D and E, Kantorovich's theorem requires that 
flonog = Ho <~ ½, 
where 
'7o = II (F ' (xo) ) - '  F(xo)I I  
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and 
and K satisfies 
fl0 = II F'(xo)-' II, 
KILx - y II 
IL F'(x) - F ' (y )  II ~< 2 , all x ,y  ~ S, 
where S = {x ~ D s.t. ]1 x - x0 ]1 ~< 2~/0}. Here F'(x) = F'(x,  .) is the Frechet derivative of F and x0 
is the initial approximation. 
For our initial approximation to the solution at 2 = 2;+ i, we choose fii = (2;+ 1/2;) u;, pi = p~. We 
must show that there exists a constant ~i such that 
sup T(~,, ~i +1; 0, ~/) ~ (~i II 0 II x II ¢ II x, all 0 eX0, (27) 
4,~Xo 
where q~i = (ui,ffi). But 
I T (4 , ,a ,+, ;0 ,~)  - T(O,,2,;0,~,)l  
2; Jnj=l (u;)j / v+wj  j .v/<~ u, ll l,ol[0 IIxll¢ IIx, (28) 
where 0 = (w,r), ~b = (v,q). To obtain inequality (28), we have used the inequality 
fnflfEf3 <<- IIf~ II IIA II IIA II L4(fl) L4(D) L2(~), 
and the imbedding H I (D)c  L4(D). This gives 
which is >0 for small enough A2; > 0. In addition, 
, B (4~;, 2; + ,)(¢ )] = [B (t~/,)~; + ,)(~b ) -  B (~;, A;)(~k )1 = (~2/)fva;(ui, v )+ (a,U;Ob (u,,u,, v) 
~o [div u,q - ~,f0.v]} ~ A~,g(lu, ll,.o, II f011L2(o),~,)ll q, IIx, (29) + 
where g is a nonnegative function of its arguments. Also, there is a constant K such that 
_<K 
T(t h , 2, + ~ ;0, ~k) - T(t/2, 2, +1; 0, i]/) ..~ ~ II n, - n2 II x II 0 II x II¢ II x. (30) 
Thus if A2; is chosen so that 
A2;g(llu;lll.n, llfollL2<n),A,)g t 
~ =Ho<.~, 
then there exists a unique solution ~b;+l with II q~i÷~- 4~;11 x ~< r;, where 
ri = A)./g (ll u/ll 1,o,~i: I1 f0 [I L2(n),)./) [1 + x/(1-H0 2H0) 1 
By taking A2; smaller if necessary, the inequality (24) and the arguments used to establish in 
equality (27) give condition (25). Using condition (23), for h small enough, one can establish the 
inequality (27) for ~b h. Likewise the inequalities (29) and (30) hold also for ff h. Thus there is a unique 
solution of ~b~+l satisfying condition (24). 
To prove condition (26), let ~ ,  and q~+l satisfy conditions (17) and (18) for thi and qb;+t, 
respectively with t = s - 1. Let ~b h = (vh, q h) be such that 
T(a h, 2,; O h, eh) ~ 0~; II O h II X II eh II x, (31) 
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0 h = (w h, rh), 
= -4 _ u~ + fi/~, wh uh+ I - -  Ui + I 
and r h is defined similarly. We have the equality 
T(~b~, 2,; O h, ~,h) + {B(~b,+ ,, i+ 1)(~ h) B (q~, 2,+ l)(~J h) 
- s (+,~, ~,)(¢, ~) + S (4L  ~,)(¢, ~) - T(~/~,  ~,; 0 ~, ~*)}  
= n(~)i+ 1, ~.i+ l)(~J h) - -  a ($ /h+ 1,,~,i + 1)(~ ¢h) - -  n(~i , i~ i ) (~ h) -~- a(~h,~i ) (~lh) .  (32)  
The r.h.s, of expression (32) can be bounded by 
KhS- ~11 ~ kh II x. 
The terms in brackets on the 1.h.s. of expression (32) reduce to 
b h h h (Ui+l,Ui+l,V )_b(uhi,uhi,vh) b(~ih+ fl h h ~4 ~h - -  I '  i+1'  V ) '~-b(u i ,u i ,vh)  - b (uh i ,wh,vh) - -b (wh,  uh, Yh) 
1 h h h uhi,vh).. l_b(nhi+l+Ui,Ui+l _ = ~[b(ui+, _u/,n/+l + h h _llh,vh) b(~h+l _~h ~h+l _[_~h vh) 
-4 -4 _~,¢) ]  b (uLw4,¢)_b(w4,uL : )  - b (fi/h+ l + ui ,  ui +,  
1 h h -h ~,¢)+b(u~+,_u~+64 _ i /h ,Wh,¢) ]  = i [b (w ,u i+ l  - -  u/h + Ui+ I - -  i+ 1 
-h 4 ~,v4)+ 4 -h -4  + b(llhi+l--Ui,Ui - b(ui--Ui,Ui+l--Ilhi,¢)<~, flrillO4[[xll~4llx+ K'r, hS-'l[~,hl[ x. 
The second term in the inequality can be moved to the r.h.s. We then have 
(~: -- flri) II 04 II x ~< K"h ' -  z, (33)  
where a~-  flri > 0 for A2i small enough. The bound (26) is obtained from expression (33) using 
conditions (23), (17) and (18) and the triangle inequality. 
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